E-Learning Lesson Plan & Instructions
Teacher

Mrs. Hollowell and Ms. Lee

Date

January 21, 2018

Grade Level &
Content Area

Grade 5: Math, Language Arts, Science

Objectives

English: T
 o gain a foundational understanding of who Dr. Martin Luther King was
and what he accomplished during his lifetime.
Math: T
 SWBAT

Standards
covered

English: 5.RN.3.1 Apply knowledge of text features in multiple print and digital sources to locate
information, gain meaning from a text, or solve a problem. 5.RN.2.1 Q
 uote accurately from a text
when explaining what a text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text. 5.RN.2.2
Determine two or more main ideas of a text and explain how they are supported by key details;
summarize the text.
Math:5.M.3: Develop and use formulas for the area of triangles, parallelograms and trapezoids.
Solve real-world and other mathematical problems that involve perimeter and area of triangles,
parallelograms and trapezoids, using appropriate units for measures.
5.M.4: Find the volume of a right rectangular prism with whole-number side lengths by packing it
with unit cubes, and show that the volume is the same as would be found by multiplying the edge
lengths or multiplying the height by the area of the base.
5.M.5: Apply the formulas V = l × w × h and V = B × h for right rectangular prisms to find volumes of
right rectangular prisms with whole-number edge lengths to solve real-world problems and other
mathematical problems.

Materials /
websites
needed

English: Computer
Math: C
 omputer/ Khan Academy

Instructions

English:
1. Login to Google Classroom, locate the CommonLit article assignment
titled, “Martin Luther King, Jr.” and complete. Please email me if you have
trouble logging in (jhollowell@sjoa.org).
2. AR time for 15-60 minutes depending on the length other assignments
take.
Math:
1. Login to Khan Academy (https://www.khanacademy.org/) . Make sure
the student is logging in with their User Name and password. If you have
any trouble logging in, please e-mail me (klee@sjoa.org)
2. Make sure the students check their “Notifications” or go to their
assignments page to see their assignments. If for some reason, the
student is still having trouble locating these, have them click on the Khan
Academy Icon at the top center of the page.
Science:

1.
Assessment

Use your “Animal Report” rubric to work on your project.

English: T
 he multiple choice and short-answer questions on CommonLit will be
used for assessment and will be taken as a grade. TOMORROW we will watch a
brief documentary on MLK and pull together all we have learned.
**Grade will be given for b
 oth Social Studies and English.
Math: The students will have computation exercises which accompany
instructional/ remedial video lesson. These exercises are scored and will be taken
for a grade. Students can usually retake the exercises until mastery is reached.
Science: Students will be graded when project is completed.

